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The needs of the Android
market have been increasing
rapidly, and we are receiving more and more requests to
support NTT DOCOMO feature phone functions and services on Android. Starting with the 2011-2012 Winter-Spring
models, we have used the flexibility of application development on Android to develop application linking and SMS
Push functions, providing common infrastructure functionality on Android, and to ensure feature-phone class functions
and services on Android.
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*1 Android : A software platform for smartphones and tablets consisting of an operating
system, middleware and major applications. A
trademark or registered trademark of Google
Inc., United States.
*2 Platform: OS or operating environment for
running applications.
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Table 1 Application linking features in Android

remote method declares that it will use
this permission in its own manifest file.

Link method

Having both local and remote applica-

Intent

tions agree on the permissions can pre-

Service Binder

vent links between applications that are

Socket communication

not intended by the user. Also, levels of
permission can be configured based on
Android signatures. By configuring the

*3 Control SMS: An SMS message used to control operation of a mobile terminal, launching
or operating applications.
*4 Intent: A mechanism provided by the Android
OS for programs to exchange parameters. Used
between components within an application and
between applications to exchange information.
*5 Service Binder: A type of communication
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Linking

ted access. Various permission patterns,

Android provides several methods
for links between applications, includ-

2.3 Improved Application

Shared files

Features
A simple linking method for one-way links such as message
notifications
Allows definition of dedicated APIs and more complex linking
Requires creation of a dedicated protocol, so design is
complex, but provides more flexibility for data passing
Suited for simple data sharing, making it difficult to control
issues like complex timing

between processes on Android. Based on RPC
(See *8), and implemented with a dedicated
Android driver.
*6 Socket communication: An application
interface that hides the details of TCP/IP communication, using a combination of IP address
and port.

®

*7 Linux : A registered trademark or trademark
of Linus Torvalds in the United States and
other countries.
*8 RPC: A technology that implements function
calls between different applications.
*9 Method: Behavior of objects in object-oriented programming.
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processing mechanism is extremely

receives an SMS Push. An Intent can be
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Local
application

cation developers are free to develop
applications that receive SMS Push

Local
application

messages.

Remote
application
Local application
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We have developed an SMS Push
infrastructure with the following additional functionalities and implemented

Figure 1 Overview of application linking

it on our 2011-2012 Winter-Spring
models.
1) SMS Push Processing on the Ter-
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An application receiving SMS Push
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Service C Platform

Service X Platform

SMS Push request

messages first decides which messages
SMS Push distribution infrastructure

it will receive and registers them in a
database. Pairs of receiving applications
and associated SMS Push messages are

SMS Push distribution

managed in the database.

SMS Push

When an SMS Push message is
received, the Android framework

Android terminal
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SMS processor

Application
management DB
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for the message in the receiving-application management database. If a
receiving application is already regis-

(2) Existing process
(Intent broadcast)

(1) SMS Push application
receives

Application 1
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Application 2
(Services B & C)

Application 3

tered in the database, the application is
launched (Fig. 2(1)). If such a destina-

Figure 2 SMS Push function configuration

tion application is not found, process-

*10 Permissions: Settings required for linking
between Android applications. By configuring
permissions on the systems being linked, both
developers and users can clarify how the applications will be used.
*11 Signature: A digital signature required when
distributing Android applications, certifying
the developer of the application.
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*12 Manifest file: A configuration file that
declares the functions used by an Android application. A manifest file must be created for all
Android applications, according to application.
*13 Android framework: The Android system
itself. Android applications run on this framework.
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(SMSC) , which provides a variety

• Case 2

be used to update the SMS Push receiv-

There are cases when the Push

SMS distribution functions. An

ing application database in the future,

server, whose functionality is allo-

overview of the organization of this

when NTT DOCOMO services using

cated at a higher-level in the net-
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shown in Figure 3.

names change or other such cases. This

tion, and SMS Push messages will

For case 1, a final check that the ter-

approach enables us to respond flexibly

be sent without deciding terminal

minal information is the same as that

even for the Android platform, with its

applicability. In such cases, there is

used when deciding applicability on the

very fast development cycle and potenCase 1

tial for sudden large changes. As a
result, we are able to minimize additional development and impact on the
design after a terminal is released.

Case 2

Push server A

Push server B

Terminal applicability decision
1. SMS Push request
[Terminal information
for applicability decision]

Terminal applicability
conditions

1. SMS Push request
[Terminal decision command
number]

3) Extension of the SMS Distribution
Infrastructure
SMSC

In distribution of SMS messages,
the following cases must be handled.

SMS Push

be resolved with common functions
that can be developed efficiently.
• Case 1
When deciding terminal applicability on the Push server, which
determines whether a terminal supports the service, the Subscriber
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Identity Module (SIM)

in the des-

tination terminal could have been

HLR

SMS Push

HLR

GMSC

Since there are several possible routes
for SMS distribution, these issues must

SMSC

GMSC

(2) Terminal applicability decision

2. SMS Push distribution

2. SMS Push distribution

[Terminal information
for applicability decision]

[Terminal information
for applicability decision]

MSC/VLR

SGSN

(1) Terminal match decision
Terminal information
right before distribution
Terminal

MSC/VLR

Terminal applicability
conditions
SGSN

(3) Terminal match decision
Terminal information
right before distribution
Terminal

GMSC : Gateway MSC
HLR : Home Location Register
MSC : Mobile services Switching Centre
SGSN : Serving GPRS Support Node
VLR : Vistor Location Register

Figure 3 Terminal decision functionality

exchanged before the SMS is deliv-

*14 API: An interface to use functions supported
by the OS or middleware for other software.
*15 SIM: An IC card on which the phone number
and other information about a user are stored in
subscribing to a mobile communication company. The subscriber identification module in
GSM is referred to as SIM.

14

*16 SMSC: The SMS Center server, as standardized by the 3GPP. Stores and retransmits SMS
messages.
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Push server is needed in the SMS distri-

enforce special controls without know-

also be decided for SMS Push other

bution infrastructure. This check needs
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In this article, we have described
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4. Conclusion

SMS distribution infrastructure instead

For improvements to SMS Push

including application linking function-

of in the Push server. Assuming that
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SMS Push routes, we decided to per-

Source Project (AOSP) , enabling us

vision of the same level of services on
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to provide safer services than using the

the Android platform as we provide on

functionality can be concentrated and it

carrier’s SMS Push. Also, the manage-
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and security. Android is open source, so

ution routes (Fig. 3(2)). The GMSC

allowing services to be added after ter-

each time the next release of the OS
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source code or a Software Development

decided with reference to decision con-
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Kit (SDK)

ditions associated with a terminal

By extending functionality to con-

applicability instruction code in the

centrate routes in the SMS distribution

SMS Push distribution signal, so it can
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*17 AOSP: The Android open source project, hosted by Google.
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is released, the effects of

the release must be investigated and
handled.

*18 SDK: A set of documents, tools, libraries, sample programs, etc. needed to create applications.
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